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LIKE A MAGICIAN laying bare the means with which he amazes his audience, Scott Rogers in this, the second edition of Level Up! reveals the tricks of the trade for creating compelling video games.

A number of game designers have attempted this feat in the past, but Scott’s great book provides something rare and important: a breaking down of and then a deep dive into the specific elements that must come together to create engaging interactive entertainment.

The fact that this book does that important work with a breezy, fun writing style and silly cartoons is a testament to Scott’s abilities as a game designer; for the best designers are always aware that no matter how complicated the section of gameplay, the most important rule is to keep things engaging! This book—like Scott’s games—does that in spades!

Readers across the spectrum of experience will find much to love and learn in this fun, giant, and necessary book. Folks new to the medium will be amazed at just how much thought goes into creating ‘fun.’ And experienced game designers who, like myself, have been doing this stuff by gut for decades will be stunned as they discover that there is indeed a method to the madness. Many times reading this book I caught myself thinking, “Oh, THAT’S why that works!”

As you turn the page, know that you are in for a treat! I look forward to playing the games you create after having taken in the great knowledge this book contains!

Best of luck—and enjoy!

David Jaffe, Creative director of the Twisted Metal series and God of War San Diego, CA
December 2013
Press Start!

If You Are Anything Like Me . . .

. . . YOU READ THE first page of a book before you buy it. I find that if I like the first page, I’ll probably like the whole thing. I have noticed that many books have an exciting excerpt on the first page in order to grab the reader’s interest, such as:

The skeleton dragon grabbed the helicopter with bony talons and shook it so hard that Jack’s teeth rattled. Evelyn fought at the controls, attempting any maneuver that would free the copter from beast’s unyielding clutches. “Hang on!” she screamed over the engine’s tortured whine. “We’re going down!” The world whirled around and around as the copter and dragon performed a death waltz. Jack didn’t remember the copter slamming hard into the skyscraper or the crash or the dragon’s bones raining down or being thrown from the wreckage—until Evelyn shook him into consciousness. “Jack! Jack!” she said. “We need to move. Now!” “What’s the hurry, Sis? That dragon’s toast.” Then his eyes finally focused. On the cemetery gate. On the crooked gravestones. On the zombies pulling themselves from the dirt. Jack thought, “Nuts. I should have never opened that book.”

Not that I would ever resort to such cheap tactics in this book. I have also noticed that some books try to gain respectability by publishing a positive quote from an industry professional or famous person on their first page:

I learned more from reading the first page of the second edition of Level Up! The Book of Great Video Game Design than I learned from working for 25 years in the video game industry!

—A very famous game designer

1 No doubt you are smart enough to have realized that this isn’t a real quote, because there isn’t a very famous game designer. Unless you count Shigeru Miyamoto, the creator of Mario. Drat! I should have translated the quote into Japanese!
You obviously don’t need someone else to tell you how to make up your mind. Just by picking up this book, I can tell you are a discriminating reader. I can also tell you are seeking the straight truth on the creation of video games. This book will teach you the who, what, where and, most importantly, how to design video games. If you have an interest in arcade games, boss fights, chili, deadly traps, ergonomics, fun, giant hydras, haunted mansions, islands and alleys, jumps, killer bunnies, leitmotifs, Mexican pizza, non-player characters, one-sheet designs, pitch sessions, quests, robotic chickens, smart bombs, the triangle of weirdness, unfun, violence, whack-a-mole, XXX, Y-axis and zombies, then this is the book for you.

Before we start, keep in mind that there are many ways to approach game design. All of them are valid, as long as they can communicate the designer’s ideas. The tricks and techniques found in this second edition of Level Up! are MY WAYS of creating game design.

Another quick reminder: when I say “I designed a game,” this is an oversimplification. Video games are created by many, many, many talented people (you’ll be introduced to them shortly) and to give the impression that I did all the work myself is not only incorrect but egotistical. There is no “I” in team.

The majority of the games I’ve helped design were single player action games, so many of the examples found in this edition of Level Up! are skewed towards that perspective. It’s just the way I think. But I have also found that most of the gameplay concepts are transferable to many different genres of games. It won’t be too hard for you to translate my advice to your own game, no matter what the genre.

Another thing before we get started. If you are looking for a single chapter about gameplay, don’t bother. Because EVERY chapter in this book is about gameplay. You should be thinking about gameplay all the time and how things affect the player, even when designing passive elements like cutscenes, monetization models, and pause screens.

Since you have made it this far, I may as well start by actually telling you the bad news first. Making video games is very hard work. I have worked in video games for over 20 years and on games that have sold millions of copies.

But in that time, I have learned that making video games is also the best job in the world. It can be thrilling, frustrating, rewarding, nerve-wracking, hectic, boring, vomit-inducing, and just plain fun.

---

2 It’s a small industry. No one can afford to make enemies! Be a nice, hardworking person and you’ll go far.

3 Ironically, there is a “me.”

4 I once had an employer who would walk the halls of our office muttering how “video games are a haaaard business.” I used to laugh at him back then, but I don’t any more. He was right.
No, You Can’t Have My Job

Over the course of my career, I came up with some Clever Ideas and learned some Universal Truths. For your convenience, I have added these at the end of each “level.”

I also learned a couple of very important things. You can tell they are very important because they are written in all uppercase letters. The first very important thing I learned was:

GAME DESIGNERS HAVE MORE FUN

I know this, because my first job in the video game industry was as an artist. Back in those 16-bit days, video game artists drew images with pixels. There are several great 16-bit artists, like Paul Robertson and the teams that made the Metal Slug and classic Capcom fighting games; but for me, drawing pictures out of pixels is like drawing with bathroom tiles. Here is what a drawing I made out of pixels looks like:

Anyway, as I was “pushing pixels” I heard the sound of raucous laughter coming from the group of cubicles next to mine. I peered over the wall to see a bunch of video game designers yukking it up and have a good ol’ time. For the record, I was not having a good ol’ time pushing pixels. I realized, “Those game designers are having more fun than I am! Making video games should be fun! I want to have fun! I want to become a game designer too!” And so I did. I eventually worked my way up the ladder to become a game designer. After I became a real game designer, I learned the second very important thing:

NO ONE ON YOUR TEAM WANTS TO READ YOUR DESIGN DOCUMENT

This is a horrible thing to discover, but it is something every game designer needs to hear. Here I was, a brand new game designer with brand new game designs ready to go, and no one wanted to read any of them! What was I to do? In order to solve this problem and get my

---

5 Actually we were called “pixel pushers” and “sprite monkeys,” neither of which, despite how cute those terms sound, were ever meant as a compliment.
colleagues to read my design documents, I started drawing them as cartoons. And guess what? It worked. They conveyed the ideas I wanted to get across to my teammates. And I’ve been designing games this way ever since, many of which have gone on to become top-selling titles. That is why you will find many cartoons, so you will continue reading and understand the ideas presented. If you do, then you can apply them to your own design and become a great designer, too.

Who Is This Book For?

Why you, of course. Provided you are one of the following people.

A working video games professional. There are lots of books about video game design, but most of them are full of THEORY, which I have never found very helpful while making a game. Don’t get me wrong, theory is great when you are at a game developers conference or one of those wine and cheese affairs we game designers always find ourselves at. But when I am working on a game, with my sleeves rolled up and blood splattered all over the walls,⁶ I need practical nuts n’ bolts advice on how to solve any problems I may encounter.

---

⁶ Figurative blood. To my knowledge, no one has died from making a video game.
I mention this because I assume that some of you reading this second edition of *Level Up!* will be experienced video game professionals. I hope you find the techniques and tips in this book useful in your day-to-day work. Not that this book doesn’t have uses for beginners.

I’m talking about you, **future video game designers.** Remember, one page ago when I told you I was a pixel pusher? There was a point to that story, which is *I was just like you.* Maybe you’re also an artist who is tired of hearing the game designers laughing it up over in the other office. Or a programmer who knows he can design a better enemy encounter than the knucklehead currently doing it on your game. Or maybe you are a tester who wants to move up in the world, but you don’t know how to do it. When I wanted to become a video game designer, there weren’t any books on the subject. We had to learn everything from other game designers. I was lucky to have a mentor and an opportunity to work as a game designer. If you don’t have either of these things, don’t fret. Read this book; I will be your mentor. All you need to do is follow my advice, be prepared, and take advantage of the opportunity when it finally arrives.

This book is also great for **students of video game design.** Back when I started making games, I didn’t take any classes on video game design—because they didn’t exist! I just made stuff up as I went along! And I made a lot of mistakes. This is why I wrote this book: so you can learn from all **my** mistakes before they become **your** mistakes too.

Finally, this book is for **anyone who loves video games.** I love video games. I love to play them. I love to make them and I love to read about making them. If you want to make video games, then you must love them too. Ironically, I know several people who work in video games that freely admit they do not like to play video games. That does not make any sense to me. Why would you work in video games if you do not love video games? They are fools. They should just step aside and let someone who loves video games make video games. Someone like you.
Why a Second Edition?

When I first wrote *Level Up! The Guide to Great Level Design* back in 2009, the gaming industry was a different place. Consoles were the undisputed kings, motion controls had just hit the scene, social gaming on Facebook was still becoming a thing, and the app store had just launched the year before.

Things move very fast in the gaming industry. No one was anticipating the popularity of mobile gaming, the importance of monetization, or the explosion of the indy gaming market. Looking over the first edition, I realized many topics needed to be added, content needed to be updated, references modified, concepts re-explored. I hope that you find that this updated edition provides enough new information to warrant a second purchase for returning readers or a first for new ones.

At the very least, make sure to try the new chili recipe.
Welcome, N00bs!

**This chapter is** written especially for people who are new to video games and how they are made. I talk about what is a game, who makes them, and what kinds of games there are. It’s pretty basic stuff and if you already know it all and are not a n00b,¹ feel free to skip it. However, you are going to be missing out on a lot of great stuff. Don’t say I didn’t warn you.

Within the academic gaming community, there are many different definitions for what qualifies as a game. Some scholars insist that “a game needs to be a closed formal system that subjectively represents a subset of reality.”² Others say that games need to have “players in conflict with each other.”³ I think those definitions are trying too hard to sound smart.

Game definitions are often simpler than that. Bernard Suits wrote that “playing a game is a voluntary effort to overcome unnecessary obstacles.”⁴ This is a pretty amusing definition, but still a bit too scholarly for my taste. Let’s keep things simple. Let’s consider hand ball. You need only one player for hand ball. Where are the other players to be in conflict with? Bouncing a ball against a wall without missing it is hardly a metaphor for reality—unless you lead a very boring life. Let’s face it, sometimes a ball bouncing against a wall is just a ball bouncing against a wall.

---

¹ The term “n00b” is short for “newbie,” or someone who is new to a game or other venture. While the term predates the Internet, it became popular with MMORPG communities. Not a particularly flattering term, as it implies inexperience and/or ignorance. For example, only a real n00b would read a footnote defining what a n00b is!
Playing hand ball may therefore seem like a time-waster, but a time-waster becomes a game when you add rules and an objective. A rule may be to throw the ball with your right hand and catch it with your left, or to not drop the ball. A victory condition could be that you have to catch the ball ten times in a row. A failure state would be if you violated any of the rules or victory conditions. When those criteria have been met, you have created a game. Ironically, while simple, hand ball was enough of a game to inspire the creators of one of the earliest video games: Tennis for Two.
So, let’s ask this basic question:

Q: What is a game?
A: A game is an activity that
   ■ Requires at least one player
   ■ Has rules
   ■ Has a win and/or lose condition

That’s pretty much it.\(^5\)

Now that you know what a game is, let’s ask:

Q: What is a video game?
A: A video game is a game that is played on a video screen.

Sure, you can start complicating the definition and add requirements about devices, peripherals, control schemes, player metrics, boss fights, and zombies (and don’t worry; we’ll tackle these things soon enough). But by my reckoning, that is pretty much as simple as it gets.

Oh, there’s one other thing to consider at this early stage. A game needs a clear objective so the player knows what the goal is. You should be able to sum up a game’s objectives quickly and clearly. If you can’t, you’ve got a problem.

Danny Bilson, THQ’s former EVP of Core Games, has a great rule of thumb about a game’s objective. He says that you should be able to sum up the game’s objectives as easily as those old Milton Bradley board games did on the front of their box. Check out these examples taken from real game boxes:

- **Battleship**: Sink all of your opponent’s ships.
- **Operation**: Successful operations earn “Money.” Failures set off alarms.
- **Mouse Trap**: Player turns the crank, which rotates gears, causing lever to move and push the stop sign against shoe. Shoe tips bucket holding metal ball. Ball rolls down rickety stairs and into rain pipe, which leads it to hit helping hand rod. This causes bowling ball to fall from top of helping hand rod through thing-a-ma-jig and bathtub to land on diving board. Weight of bowling ball catapults diver through the air and right into wash tub, causing cage to fall from top of post and trap unsuspecting mouse.

---

\(^5\) A game should also be fun, although it’s not mandatory . . . but we’ll talk about that later.
Okay, let’s just ignore that last one. The lesson is, you need to keep your game objectives simple. Speaking of simple games, let’s take a moment to travel back to the dawn of video games. They had to start somewhere, right?

A Brief History of Video Games

The 1950s. The dawn of television, 3-D movies, and rock ‘n’ roll. Video games were invented in the 1950s too, only they were played by very few people, on very large computers. The first video game programmers were students in the computer labs of large universities like MIT and employees of military facilities at Brookhaven National Laboratories. Early games like OXO (1952), Spacewar! (1962), and Colossal Cave (1976) had very simple or even no graphics at all. They were displayed on very small black-and-white oscilloscope screens.

After playing Spacewar! at the University of Utah’s computer lab, future Atari founders Ted Dabney and Nolan Bushnell were inspired to create Computer Space, the first arcade video game, in 1971. While (despite the name) the first arcade games could be found in bars, arcades dedicated to video games began appearing by the late 1970s.

Early arcade games were rendered using either vector graphics (images constructed from lines) or raster graphics (images constructed from a grid of dots called pixels). Vector graphics allowed for bright, striking images like those seen in Battlezone (Atari, 1980), Tempest (Atari, 1981) and Star Wars (Atari, 1983) while raster graphics spawned cartoon-inspired characters like Pac-Man (Namco, 1980) and Donkey Kong (Nintendo, 1982). These early characters became pop culture icons overnight; appearing in everything from cartoons and t-shirts to pop-music and breakfast cereals.
During the early 1980s, three styles of game machines dominated arcades: uprights (cabinets which the player stood in front of while playing), cocktail tables (arcade games set into the top of a small table, allowing the player to sit down while playing), and cockpits (elaborate game cabinets that allowed the player to lean or sit down to further enhance the gaming experience).

In the mid-1980s, arcades began springing up everywhere, and video games took the world by storm. Game genres and themes became more varied, while gaming controls and cabinets became more elaborate with realistic controllers and beautiful graphics decorating uniquely designed cabinets. You could sit back to back in a two-player spaceship cockpit while playing Tail Gunner (Vectorbeam, 1979), battle Klingons from a replica of Captain Kirk’s command chair in Star Trek (Sega, 1982), or “drive” in a miniature Ferrari Testarossa that moved and shook in Out Run (Sega, 1986). By the late 1990s, many arcade games started to resemble...
single-rider theme-park rides complete with rideable race horses, gyroscopically moving virtual simulators, and fighting booths that allowed players to battle virtual foes using actual punches and kicks. The most elaborate of these arcades was Virtual World’s BattleTech Centers—steampunk-themed arcades with linked “battle pods”6 that allowed eight players to fight each other while stomping around in giant virtual “mechs.” But these elaborate arcade games required lots of floor space and were very expensive to maintain. In the late 1990s, home systems began to rival and eventually surpassed the graphics seen in most arcade games. Arcades went out of business by the dozens. The video games were replaced with more lucrative redemption machines7 and games of skill like skeeball, whack-a-mole, and basketball hoops. The golden age of video game arcades was over.

But you can’t keep a good idea down. Since the late 90s arcades have become social and virtual experiences. **LAN gaming centers** combine retail and social space to allow players to play computer and console games on a per-hour basis. Many have upgraded to feature large-scale gaming experiences held in movie theater-sized venues. Internet cafes are similar to LAN centers but with an emphasis on cultivating a café-style environment. Meanwhile, the few arcade game manufacturers left are creating even more epic experiences—Namco’s *Deadstorm Pirates* (2009) and *Dark Escape 4D* (2013) are more like theme-park dark rides8 than arcade games.

If arcades are becoming more like theme-park rides, theme parks are becoming arcades. Theme park creators are gamifying their attractions, turning dark rides into full sensory arcade games. Theme parks around the world such as Futuroscope and Warner Brother’s Movie World offer several virtual games and interactive dark rides. For example, *Toy Story Midway Mania!* at Disney’s California Adventure (2008) whisks a four-player cart past a succession of giant video screens where players compete in a variety of carnival-style shooting games. Players use cart-mounted pop-guns to shoot virtual projectiles at on-screen targets. When some targets are hit, players are sprayed with air or water mist effects, creating an immersive “four-D” effect. The cycle of modern arcade gaming and home gaming has come full circle with the release of a Wii version of the *Toy Story Midway Mania!* attraction for home use (minus the air and water effects).

---

6 In the mid-1990s, I had the pleasure of going to a BattleTech Center on several occasions. The battle pods were a video gamer’s dream come true. The player sat in a photo booth-sized cockpit. Dual control joysticks and foot pedals operated the mech’s movement. Triggers and thumb switches fired the arsenal of weapons. Surrounding the pod’s video monitor were banks of dipswitches—each one actually having a function within the game from activating tracking devices to venting overheating weapons. It took at least one gaming session (about a half hour) just to learn what all the switches did! It was as realistic a gaming experience as I’ve ever had.

7 Redemption machines are those claw catcher “games” you see in American toy stores and supermarkets. Personally, I would rather play the lottery than try my luck with one of these vending machines, which are rigged to (almost) guarantee you to lose. However, if you are ever in Japan, I recommend playing them as they are winnable and are usually stocked with some very cool toys and prizes.

8 A “dark ride” is an indoor amusement park attraction where riders travel in vehicles past scenes containing animation, sound, music, and effects. Famous examples of dark rides include Disneyland’s *Pirates of the Caribbean* and *Haunted Mansion* and Universal Studio’s *Men in Black: Alien Attack* and *Revenge of the Mummy.*
Happily, historians and academics have realized the impact and importance of video gaming. Museums have sprung up around the world, such as the Computerspielemuseum Berlin and New York’s Museum of the Moving Image. Retro 80s arcades are making a comeback, complete with glo-in-the-dark carpet and tokens, offering players another chance to play their favorite vintage arcade games and revisit their old-school home system favorites.

A **console** is a gaming platform that can be used in the home. A microprocessor runs the electronic device, which sends a video display signal to the user’s TV set or monitor. Unlike the dedicated controllers of an arcade machine, a home console controller has enough buttons, triggers, and analog controls to allow for a variety of games to be played. And unlike the dedicated motherboards in early arcade games, which could hold only one game, console games use cartridge, CD, and DVD media to allow players to quickly change games. The first commercial home console was the Magnavox Odyssey (1972) created by gaming pioneer Ralph Baer. Technologically, the Odyssey was pretty far ahead of its time. It featured an analog controller, games on removable ROM cartridges, and a light gun—the first gaming peripheral. From the late 1970s onwards, there have been many home consoles. Some of the more popular and/or well-known previous generation ones include the Atari 2600 and Jaguar, the Mattel Intellivision, the ColecoVision, the Nintendo Entertainment System and Super Nintendo, the Sega Genesis and Dreamcast, the 3DO interactive player, PlayStation 3, Xbox 360, and the Nintendo Wii. Current consoles such as the PlayStation 4, Xbox One, Nintendo Wii U, and the Ouya continue to bring gaming into the homes of millions of gamers worldwide.

Like arcade games, **handheld games** have a visual display, a processor, and a controller, but are small enough to fit in the hands of the player. The first handheld titles were dedicated to only one game per unit. *Auto Race* (Mattel Electronics, 1976) used a digital display while the Game & Watch series (Nintendo, 1980) featured a more appealing liquid crystal display. Microvision (Milton Bradley, 1979) was one of the earliest handheld systems to have switchable cartridges.

---

9 One console exception is the wonderful Vectrex portable game system (Smith Engineering, 1982). The Vectrex’s processor, screen, controller, and even one game were all in a self-contained, portable system.
Handheld gaming took off when Tetris became a phenomenon on the Game Boy (Nintendo, 1989), the forerunner of the Nintendo DS. Recent handheld systems have become quite powerful. The processor on the Sony PlayStation Portable (PSP) can run the equivalent of a PlayStation 1 game. That’s quite a jump since the digital blips of Mattel Football! Recent systems like the Sony Vita and Nintendo 2DS and 3DS offer a wide variety of games and control schemes, combining more traditional controls and games with second screens, touch controls, and digital content.

The Brave New World of Gaming: Mobiles, Online Distribution, and Touchscreens

Handheld gaming, particularly on mobile devices, is the main way people play games today. With the advent of digital-only content, you can carry an entire gaming library around in your pocket on a smartphone or tablet. Gaming, which used to require a monitor, a computer, and a controller, can now be played anywhere and at any time. Touchscreens have enabled the creation of new control systems and genres of games.

Mobile gaming has changed not only the way we play games but also the way they are made. Games that used to require large teams and large budgets to create are now being made by small teams and even individuals. The games can be created quicker and for less money than their console and computer counterparts. Gameplay is built around short play sessions and repeated play. Sounds familiar, doesn’t it? Mobile game production resembles the early days of game development, when games were the product of small teams or even one person. And even the way a game can earn money has changed. Monetized game design has changed the way revenue can be generated, giving the developer and publisher more opportunities to earn money. It is fair to say that mobile gaming has changed the way we game forever.

10 Not ironically, the Nintendo DS bears several design semblances to the original Game & Watch series devices.